INTRODUCTION
The use of visual images to amplify thought processing, has been used by human beings for thousands of years. Probably the most well known form of this is in Egyptian Hieroglyphs.
We have been using graphical images for the past few hundred years by drawing on paper and more recently on a tablet or white-board. Mind mapping is a good example and much work has been done latterly into the psychology of visual thinking.
The investment in AR and VR by large-scale hardware companies such as Microsoft, Google and Facebook is enormous and they will, no doubt, soon be vigorously selling these computer wearables all around the world. Hard as it may be to envisage, new AR hardware could conceivably replace desktops, laptops, tablets and smartphones, but the transition from flat screen to these new 3D environments for mainstream computer users, will be an enormous leap.
In this increasingly complex technical world, it becomes ever more difficult to focus on particular issues and to solve difficult problems with any clarity of thought and purpose. An ideal solution would be a 3D thought processing environment, running on current flat screen technology and using common hardware available to all.
THORTSPACE AS A SOLUTION
Thortspace uses a compelling immersive 3D environment within which anyone can learn by discovery; It generates an interactive space rich in subject-specific content, where you can not only be inspired to explore your subject at macro and micro levels, but also have the ability to draw on researched information from the internet and add it to your own 3D space. The software platform is also easily searched, accessible via multiple devices, and can be shared and used for collaborative team thinking and research. Whatever problem or issue there is to be resolved, you begin by rapid brainstorming (free-thinking) in the programme's 'Think Mode', then may examine these thoughts from multiple perspectives. This engenders extra lateral thinking, which is then uploaded to the sphere. It is also easy to add links by dragging and dropping URL's from Websites and cloud-based files and to continue building the process. Each sphere has it's own URL and can be easily published to the web, creating in effect, a 3D spherical website or can be embedded in existing websites. Spheres can also be shared privately with others, so that the programme can be used for collaborative team thinking worldwide, in real or lapsed time and across multiple platforms. These include: Windows, Mac OS, iOS and iPhone, Android for tablets and phones, and Linux.
The programme incorporates a 'Do Mode', which translates the thinking on the sphere into list form for when your thoughts need to be translated into actions. In 'Present Mode' you can create a journey to show milestones in your thinking process. Again Thortspace Journeys can be easily published to the web, from within the programme. Because of its visual nature, this aspect lends itself for presentations to groups at conferences and meetings, where delegates are later able to view the animated journey on their own machines. Every learner plays it forward (compiles, organizes, and shares learning to seek feedback and to help others). Thortspace is an immersive tool for learners to play it forward that is engaging and informative.
THORTSPACE IN ACADEMIC RESEARCH, INDUSTRY AND MEDIA

Figure 2: Building a personal learning network with Thortspace and GSS (Growing Systems of Success).
William Morris is Chairman at the International Council for Press and Broadcasting that uses Thortspace to analyse crises in the Middle East and predict trends:
Our methodology is to use the software as framework on which to identify probabilities. 
CONCLUSION
Thortspace is under continual development. R&D is already under way and a version of the 3D thought processing tool was recently released which could act as a bridge for users from current flat screen to next generation AR/VR technology.
In bringing a demo of Thortspace to EVA London, I hope to generate interesting collaborations with both digital artists and academic institutions, particularly to explore new uses and applications in a creative environment. Generous bursaries on the software can be made available to those who would like to explore all creative possibilities.
